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TASTING THE RAINBOW 
Focus Lesson:  Tasting the Rainbow 
 
 
Materials:  
Several containers of apple juice 
Red and green food coloring 
Clear plastic cups 
Paper and pencil 
The Life and Times of the Apple by Charles Miccuci 

 
 
Time: 35- 40 minutes 

*Common Core Standards: 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.5.4 
Report on a topic or text or present 
an opinion, sequencing ideas 
logically and using appropriate 
facts and relevant, descriptive 
details to support main ideas or 
themes; speak clearly at an 
understandable pace. 
 
 
 Thinking Skill: Speculate and 

Record 
 

Objective:  
 
Students will understand that the color of a food or a drink may affect a person’s perception of its taste. 
Students will explore taste perception and how it affects their liking or disliking a drink. 
Students will know that people like to see foods in colors that they expect.   
 

Connection:  
 
Apple cider, apple juice, soda, water- Do all of these drinks have the same flavor, color, and texture?  Of 
course not!  Apple cider is often darker than apple juice.  Why might this be?  Maybe there are more 
ingredients in apple cider than there are in apple juice, so the liquid is denser. Do the two drinks taste 
different to you?  Can the color of a food or a drink affect the way the food or drink tastes on our 
tongues? Can our eyes fool our taste buds?  Do our eyes actually impact our perception of how food 
tastes? 
 

Explicit Instruction: 
 
In our experiment today, we will be taste testing various beverages.  In each taste test, you will write 
down what flavor you believe your drink to be and you will describe the flavors you are tasting. 

Guided Practice: 
 
With food coloring, dye one container of juice red and one container of juice green.  Pour two inches into 
each cup so that each student can taste a red juice, a green juice, and an uncolored juice.  
 
Place the cups in front of the students and ask them to record their findings on their experiment sheet.   

 

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/5/4/
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Independent Practice:  
 
Ask the students to taste the red juice and record what flavor it is. 
Ask the students to taste the greed juice and record what flavor it is. 
Ask the students to taste the uncolored juice and record what flavor it is. 

 
 

Reflection – Group Share: 
  
Collect their recordings and display onto board.  Analyze the results.  Did the color of the juice affect the 
students’ perceptions of their flavors?  Talk about perception and why students may have mis-identified 
the flavors.   
 
 
Sometimes, juices like fruit punch are red because they have dyes added to them.  It is quite possible 
fruit drinks are mostly clear liquids with added color.  Does apple juice have added color?  Investigate the 
ingredients list with students.  
 
Ask students to choose one dye to investigate online.  Write a description of the dye’s ingredients. 
 
Exit ticket:  On a sticky note, write down a favorite food or drink that you suspect has added dyes. 
Encourage students to go home and read labels of some of their favorite foods to see if dyes have been 
added. 
 

Reading list: 
 
 
The Life and Times of the Apple by Charles Miccuci 
 
 
 

 
Teacher Note: 
  
 

 


